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Know the Signs >> Find the Words >> Reach Out

I. Introduction
The Know the Signs suicide prevention social marketing campaign prepares Californian’s to prevent suicide
by encouraging them to know the signs, find the words to offer support to someone they are concerned
about and reach out to local resources. Campaign materials range from print ads, TV and radio spots, to
outreach materials available in several languages. All campaign materials refer individuals to the campaign
websites:
• www.suicideispreventable.org
• www.elsuicidioesprevenible.org
All campaign materials can be viewed, customized and downloaded from the Resource Center on Your
Voice Counts (www.yourvoicecounts.org). This is an online suicide prevention forum designed to facilitate
a dialog about suicide prevention in California and to engage stakeholders in the development and
distribution of the Know the Signs campaign materials. The Know the Signs campaign is part of statewide
efforts funded by counties through the Mental Health Services Act, formerly known as Prop 63.
II. Members
Workgroup participants for the Asian and Pacific Islander (API) youth cultural workgroup guided the
development of a digital ad through their collaboration and participation in two webinars (September 4
and October 30) as well as periodic discussion posts on the Your Voice Counts website. Members
contributed their knowledge of this group’s cultural characteristics based on their personal and
professional expertise in related fields such as: mental health services, social services, advocacy, crisis
response and intervention, suicide prevention, community outreach and healthcare (see Appendix B for
Workgroup Member roster).
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Members were recruited through ethnic service managers and CalMHSA program partners and county
liaisons were asked to refer community members representing this community or engaged in outreach to
the API youth community.
A total of 8 members participated in the API youth cultural workgroup representing the following counties:
Yolo, Los Angeles, San Bernardino and El Dorado. Members working in both public and private sectors
and who have had an opportunity to offer services either directly or indirectly to members of their
community receiving resources for various needs related to mental health through various organizations
including Pacific Clinics, Suicide Prevention of Yolo County, Los Angeles County Department of Mental
Health, Mental Health Systems of San Bernardino, the Center for Pacific Asian Families, Cal Optima and
Visions Unlimited.

III. Background
“Suicide was the 10th leading cause of death for Asians/Pacific Islanders and the 2nd leading cause of
death for youth ages 15 to 24.”
Source: Suicide Prevention Resource Center. (2013). Suicide among racial/ethnic populations in the U.S.: Asians, Pacific Islanders, and Native Hawaiians.
Waltham, MA: Education Development Center, Inc.

“The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Center for Health Statistics reports that API
males and females between the ages of 15-24 consistently have the highest suicide rate of all ethnic
groups in that age range.”
Source: http://minoritynurse.com/providing-culturally-competent-mental-health-care-to-asian-americans-and-pacific-islanders/

“In a national population-based study, about 62% of Asians who attempted suicide reported that their first
suicide attempt occurred when they were under 18 years of age.”
Source: Cheng, J.K., Fancher, T. L., Ratanasen, M., Conner, K.R., Duberstein, P.R., Sue, S., & Takeuchi, D. (2010). Lifetime suicidal ideation and suicide attempts in
Asian Americans. As referenced in Asian, Pacific Islanders, and Native Hawaiians. SPRC.
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IV. Workgroup Discussions
Workgroup members were asked to contribute an estimated time commitment of 10-15 hours between
September 1 and November 30, 2013. Participation included one-on-one phone calls with campaign team
members, conference calls, webinars and participation in periodic discussions on the Your Voice Counts
website to provide input and review creative materials as well as assist in the development of a
distribution plan (see Appendix C Recruitment Flyer). All participants received a $300 stipend for their
time.
The workgroup first launched with an introductory webinar that provided background information about
the Know the Signs campaign and the workgroup purpose and process. Members were engaged through a
series of discussions on Your Voice Counts regarding the following discussion questions (see Appendix A
Discussion Posts on Your Voice Counts):

 Are API Youth appropriate “gatekeepers of information” to reach non-English speakers in their
community? Who would they be able to reach as gatekeepers?
 How is suicide perceived among API youth?
 How is suicide discussed or not discussed among API youth?
 What are the barriers to seeking help for themselves?
 What are barriers for API youth to help others?
 What type of resource is most likely to engage API youth in learning about suicide prevention?
 What type of crisis resource are API Youth more likely to remember and endorse with other people?
 What imagery is most appropriate to engage API youth?
 What language is most appropriate to engage API youth?
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V. Digital Ad
A second webinar on October 30, 2013 was held to ask workgroup members to review samples of digital
ads in various styles and levels of interaction. Some options included an interactive ad, an animated ad
and an animated-video ad. Workgroup members found the interactive ad to be fast-paced and engaging
and was the overall preferred format although it was suggested to reduce the amount of information
presented to keep the young audience engaged. The third example provided, animated-video ad, was
presented as an example for an expandable format in which links within the video would guide viewers to
videos of the student video contest, Directing Change. From all the suggestions provided an interactive
ad in Anime-style was developed.
Style
The recommendation from the workgroup was to develop an interactive digital ad in Anime-style as the
best strategy to make the approach relevant to API youth. This style seemed the most appropriate to
reach youth and young adults between the ages of 15-24.
Format
The media buy for the online ad is an “interactive pre-roll unit”. “Pre-roll” is the name of an online video
commercial that appears prior to an online video and is typically 10 -15 seconds in duration. When a
viewer clicks on certain online video links they are required to watch a short commercial before the video
content. “Pre-roll” looks the most like traditional TV commercials, and it is claimed to be better for three
main reasons: 1) it has increased accountability (viewers are required to watch it), 2) it targets a more
engaged user due to its on-demand format (click on the link to see it), and 3) it has a handy interactive
component (take an action regarding the ad if the viewer is interested). Some websites allow viewers to
skip over the commercial spot, but most do not.
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Expandable/Interactive elements

The interactive elements were designed to expand the content to appear on separate slides not as
dialogue, but rather as information for the viewer to read and act on. The expandable slides show three
captions: 1) do you think a friend is in pain?, 2) how do you ask them about suicide? and 3) what if
someone tells you they are thinking about suicide? Each of these captions will expand once the viewer
clicks on it and a list of suggested steps is provided.
Script
Workgroup members were also asked to review the script that resembled a casual dialogue between two
young girls. The colors and facial expressions used for the two different characters emphasize the direction
of the dialogue. Workgroup members were asked to offer feedback on the appropriateness of the scenario
and the cultural appropriateness of the dialogue for API youth.
VI. Focus Group
A focus group took place on February 22nd with16 API youth between the ages 15 and 22 in
attendance. They provided very useful and clear direction to adjust the opening of the video to make it
immediately clear that this is an ad about suicide prevention. They provided positive feedback about the
overall format and dialogue of the ad. Whereas a few participants really liked the anime style, there were
those who felt the style did not entirely match the seriousness of the topic and several who explained they
did not watch a lot of anime-style movies. A key take-away from the group was that as long as the
message was clear that the ad is about suicide prevention and being there for a friend, a topic that all
participants took seriously, the look of the ad was secondary. None of the participants brought up that
they felt the ad was racist or stereotyping API youth (see Appendix D Focus Group Notes).
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VII. Strategies for Promotion of Digital Ad
The media buy will target video channels that are used by API youth in this age range. The ad went live
May 2014.
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APPENDIX A: Discussion Posts on Your Voice Counts
WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Welcome! To the API Youth Workgroup!
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Thank you for participating
on the Orientation Webinar on Wednesday!
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Who do API Youth serve as “gatekeepers
or “helpers” for?
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Register for our next webinar
on October 30th
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Notes from our webinar discussion today
(Oct 30, 2013)
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Workgroup Update

WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Please provide feedback
on script by 5pm Tuesday January 14th
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Storyboard-Please provide Feedback
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Please offer your thoughts on these
concerns about the ad
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WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Results from focus group with API Youth

WORKGROUP DISCUSSION: Final API Youth Digital Ad
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APPENDIX B: Workgroup Member Roster
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APPENDIX C: Recruitment Flyer
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APPENDIX D: Focus Group Notes
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